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Standard Picture

V =
1
2
m2ϕ2

gµν = ḡµν(t) + ĥµν ϕ = ϕ̄(t) + δϕ̂



Quantum Picture

Dvali, Gomez ’13

gµν = ηµν + ĥµν ϕ = ϕ̂

Classical background is viewed as BEC of ĥµν and φ̂.



Scalar Perturbations
LB ’16

L→∞

H-1

Sources of fluctuations:
I Uncertainty principle
I Scattering of the constituents
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I Depletion of the condensate becomes significant during eternal
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Recovering Slow-roll

LB, Sebastian Zell, work in progress

If the corpuscular description is valid, we should be able to recover
the slow-roll as a result of quantum dynamics of the constituents.

Maybe we learn something more about the properties of the
constituents along the way?!
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Simple Example: Superfluid

Consider massive particles with ω2
k = m2 + k2 and 2-point contact

interaction ∼ λ.

Upon condensation, particles form a superfluid.

Classically the superfluid state corresponds to φ(t).

Perturbations around φ(t), in low-energy limit are the sound waves

ωk = csk with c2
s ∼

λn

m3

Landau’s criterion: no dissipation for v < cs .
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Excitation with momentum k , can be viewed as a motion of the
on-shell constituent if

k � µcs

For any λ, there are modes which are off-shell.
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Superfluid Dark Matter



Introduction

ΛCDM works remarkably well at large scales.

It faces some challenges at galactic scales.
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Density Profile:

N-body simulations reveal universal density profile:
Navarro, Frenk, White ’96

ρNFW =
ρs

r
rs

(
1 + r

rs

)2

“Missing satelite”/“Too big to fail” problem



BTFR:

Figure 3: The Baryonic Tully–Fisher (mass–rotation velocity) relation for galaxies with well mea-
sured outer velocities Vf . The baryonic mass is the combination of observed stars and gas:
Mb = M∗+Mg. Galaxies have been selected that have well observed, extended rotation curves from
21 cm interferrometric observations providing a good measure of the outer, flat rotation velocity.
The dark blue points are galaxies with M∗ > Mg [273]. The light blue points have M∗ < Mg [278]
and are generally less precise in velocity, but more accurate in terms of the harmlessness on the
result of possible systematics on the stellar mass-to-light ratio. For a detailed discussion of the
stellar mass-to-light ratios used here, see [273, 278]. The dotted line has slope 4 corresponding to
a constant acceleration parameter, 1.2 × 10−10 m s−2. The dashed line has slope 3 as expected in
ΛCDM with the normalization expected if all of the baryons associated with dark matter halos
are detected. The difference between these two lines is the origin of the variation in the detected
baryon fraction in Figure 2.

19

Mb ∼ v4
c

CDM: Mvir ∼ v3
vir

Famaey and McGaugh ’12



MOND:
Milgrom ’83

a =

{
aN aN � a0√
aNa0 aN � a0

a0 ∼ H0

Mb =
v4

c

GNa0

MOND fails on cosmological scales.
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Unification

LB, Khoury ’15

MOND and CDM are each successful in mutually exclusive regimes.

A possible way to unify these two behaviour is through superfluidity.

Required ingredients: superfluid with p ∝ ρ3 and phonons coupled
to baryons ∼ φρb.
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Halo Profile:
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At virialization

r

ρ
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Halo Profile:
LB, Famaey, Khoury ’17

IC 2574: Mb = 2× 109M� UGC 2953: Mb = 1.6× 1011M�
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Rotation Curves
LB, Famaey, Khoury ’17

IC 2574: Mb = 2× 109M� UGC 2953: Mb = 1.6× 1011M�
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Works in progress

Finding microscopic model and the origin of the phonon-baryon
coupling LB, Khoury . . .

Reduced dynamical friction LB, Elder, Khoury

Setting aside the exotic ingredients, simple paradigm of the
superfluid dark matter requires reconsideration LB, Max Warkentin



Beginning of Inflation

In order to start inflation the scalar field must be homogeneous
over the Hubble patch.
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Initial State
LB, Trodden ’15
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Option 1: There will be some regions that are homogeneous
enough; this could be sufficient.

Options 2: Initially inhomogeneous region may evolve into the
homogeneous one.
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Option 1

Yes, but only if inflation has started in eternally-inflating regime.



Option 2

LB, Trodden, work in progress

H-1

Even if initially not homogeneous enough, could it become
homogeneous at later times?


